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50. INTRODUCTION 
ANOSOV [l] has shown that an Anosov flow {f’} of a compact manifold !M is structurally 
stable. Moser [3] states a structural stability for Anosov flows, which is stronger than that 
of Anosov and gives an outline of the proof (Theorem 3, [3]). The idea of Moser’s proof is 
very simple (and so interesting) in the sense that he uses only the contraction principle 
and the estimates of norms of linear operators of Banach spaces. However, his proof seems 
to have a serious gap (cf. [3], p. 423, F,,‘v,, = v,, and p. 425: first two lines). The authors 
therefore do not know whether the above Moser’s theorem holds or not. On the other hand, 
Walters [5] has shown that an Anosov diffeomorphism is topologically stable. 
In this paperwe show first that an Anosov flow is also topologically stable (Theorem A). 
The idea of the proof follows that of Moser [3], Walters [5] and Morimoto [2]. Making 
use of Theorem A we shall next determine the centralizer of an Anosov flow (Theorem B). 
$1. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
M will always denote a compact C” manifold without boundary. 
Definition 1. Let X be a Cl-vector field on M and {f’> be the one-parameter group of 
Cl-diffeomorphismsf’ of Mgenerated by X. We shall sometimes use the notationf(t, x) = 
f’(x) for (t, X) E R x M. X (or f’) ,is called an Anosov J?OW if there exist a Riemannian 
metric j/.1] on M and constants c > 0,O < 1, < 1 such that for x E M the tangent space T,M 
can be written as 
T, M = E,” @ E,’ @ E,” (direct sum) 
and satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) X(x) # 0 and E,” = R. X(x) for x E M; 
(ii) df *E: = ET+, , df *E: = E” . P(x) 7 
(iii) lfdf’vll I c~.*/~vI~, v E E’, t 2 0, 
jldf-‘w/l 5 cI.‘IIwjI, w E E”, t 2 0, 
where E’ = U E,‘, E” = U E,“. If we put E” = U E,“, we know that 
xsM XEM xsM 
TM= E”QE”QE” 
is a continuous Whitney sum of subbundles. 
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Let X (resp. CO) denote the Banach space of all continuous vector fields (resp. functions) 
on !M with norms 
Iju/] = sup I/c(x)]] 1’ E _X, 
X E M 
!/./I =,“,“R I A,~) I p E C”. 
Let 9“ (resp. X’, X”) be the set of all u E X with c(x) E E,” (resp. E,‘, E,“) for every 
x E M. Clearly we have .X = .X0 @ X’ @ X” (direct sum). Let now d(x, JJ) be the metric on M 
induced by the Riemannian metric 11.11. Since M is compact, there is a positive number p 
such that exp, : T, M -+ M with respect to the Riemannian metric I]./] is a diffeomorphism 
from the p-ball in T,M on the p-ball in M: 
exp,((rl E T, MI II4 < ~1) =IY E MI 4x, Y) < PI. 
We shall sometimes use the notation exp(x, a) = exp,(u) for u E T, M. Clearly we have 
n(x, exp, u) = l/u]] for u E T,M with Ijo]] < p. 
Let Map(M) (resp. Homeo(M)) be the set of all continuous maps (resp. homeo- 
morphisms)f of M into (resp. onto) M. Forf, g E Map(M) we define the metric ti(J g) by 
4f7 g) =,“:; U(x), g(x)). 
Then, for g E Map(M),fE Homeo(M), we have d(gf-‘, IM) = d(g,f). 
We denote by Map (M, r) (resp. Homeo (M, 
Homeo(M)) such that d(J 1,) < r. We shall prove 
analogue to Lemma 2 [.5]. 
LEMMA 1. Let {f’} be a C’-j7ow (not necessarily 
T, > 0 satisfying the following conditions: 
T)) the set of all f E Map(M) (resp. 
the following Lemma 1 which is an 
Anosov flow) on M. Then there exists 
For any u E X and p E C” with l/u/l + 11~11 < TV and t E [0, l] there is a SJU, p) E X such that 
f’((~ of -I(x) + l)t, exp(f -7x), v(f -‘(x))) 
=exp,((df’)ovof-‘(x)+~of-‘(x).t.X,+s,(u,!&), (1.1) 
s,(O, 0) = 0. (1.2) 
Moreover, for any continuous Riemannian metric l/.11* on M there exists C(T,) > 0 with 
C(T,) -+ 0 (T, + 0) satisxving the following inequality: 
kJ,(v’, P’) - sc(v, P)il* 2 C(T,){llU’ - U/I + I/P’ - PIi} for llvll + 11111> IIV’II + /k’II < 51. (1.3) 
Proof. Take T > 0 with p > T such that d(x, y) < T implies d(f’(x), f’(y)) < p for 
t E [- 1, 11. Next take T, > 0 with r/2 > TV such that I t/ < T, implies d(x, f’(x)) < T/Z for 
every x E M. 
Let U(t, TV) be the set of all (v, s) E TI-r(,j MOR such that ]lul] + Is] <TV. Take 
t E [0, l] and fix it. We shall show that a map B,’ of U(t, TV) into T, M can be defined by 
B,‘(u, s).= exp,-‘(f((s + I)4 exp(f -‘(x), U))). 
For, we have 
d(f -‘(x), I”’ ‘(exp(f -‘(x), u))) < d(f -‘(x), exp(f -7x), v)) 
+ d(exp(f -‘(x), U),fS”(eXp(f -‘(X), V))) < TV + I< T. 
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Hence, by the choice of r, we get 
d(.r. f’f”(exp(f-I(x), c))) < p. 
and so, /IX’: iJ(t. To) -+ Txhf is well defined. 
Let dfl,’ denote the derivation of /?,’ at the origin, which can be considered as a linear 
map of 7;-((,) MO R into T,M and so we can define a,‘: CJ(t, rl) + T,M by 
a,Yr, S) = PX’(v, s) - (@,‘)(v, S) (1.4) 
for (0, s) E CJ(t, To). 
We can see easily that 
(@,‘)(U, S) = (df’)u + stx,, 
where X is the C’ vector field induced by (f’}. Therefore, al’ is a Cl-map of U(t. TV) into 
T,M with zero Jacobian matrix at the origin of U(t, 5,) and hence there is a constant 
C(T!) > 0 with C(s,) -+ 0 as T, -+ 0 satisfying the following inequality: 
/IaX’(u’, s’) - a,‘(L), s)ll* I C(s,){ljv’ - ull + Is’ - sI> (1.5) 
for (t”, s’), (u, s) E U(t, TV). Here, we can take C(T,) independent oft and x. Now, for u E X 
and ,U E C” with (/u/l + II,uII < T,, we put 
(s,(u, P)), = a,‘(u(f-‘(x)), ~(f-‘(x))). (1.6) 
From (1.4) and (1.6), we get (1.1) and (I .2). The inequality (1.3) can be obtained from 
(1.5). Q.E.D. 
Next, we shall prove the following Lemma 2 which is an analogue to Lemma 1 in [5]. 
LEMMA 2. Let {f ‘} be an Anosouflow on M. Then, there exist ~~ > 0 and T3 > 0 satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(I) For any h E Homeo(M, r2) there exists an inuertible bounded linear operator 
J,, : X + X such that 
Jh(Xi) = Xi (i = 0, s, t), 
JJP) = (P 0 h)J,(u) 
for p E C” and u E X. 
(2) For h E Homeo(M, s2) and u E X with /lull < TV there is a uectorfjeld 19(u, h) E X 
such that 
exp(h(x), u(h(x))) = ew,{(J,, u)(x) + f%u, h),) (1.7) 
exp,(@o, h),) = h(x) for x E M. (13) 
Moreouer, for any continuous Riemannian metric l[.l[* and h E Homeo(M, T*) there is 
a constant K(h) > 0 such that 
(i) For any Ilull, /u’I/ < TV, we haue 
II8(u’, h) - 0(u, h)ll. _( K(h)llu’ - ~11, and K(h) 4 0 as d(h, lM) -+ 0. (1.9) 
(ii) We have 
IlJhll, --t 1, IIVJ-‘II* + 1 as 4h, IM> +O. (1.10) 
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Proof. Put ~-JIM) ={(X, y, c)/_Y, y E M, c’ E T,M, d(x. J) < p, 2, licjl < p/2). Since 
d(:. exp, c) I d(~., x) + d(x, exp, r) < p/2 + p/2 = p for (x, J, L.) E T, *V, we can define a map 
r : T,, M --+ TM 
by z(x, y. v) = exp,-‘(exp, c). 
Consider the derivation G,,, ,,) of the map z,, y = Y / ((x, y) x TX ,\I) n T, M at the origin 
(x, ,v, 0) of (x, y) x TX M : G,,, ,., = [dr,. Jo. Then G,,, Y) can be considered as a linear map 
of T, M into T,, M. and we have 
Iy(I, Y. c) = a(.r. 1’. 0) + G[x,y) c + II rl/l/?(x, y, u) for (x, ,v. ~7) E T, M (1.11) 
where p(x, ,v. c) -+ 0 as c -+ 0. Using the Whitney sum T,Lf = E” @ Es@ E”, we can define 
the map Gf:,:‘,,) : E,’ + E,,‘(i, _j = o, s, t) by 
G;;:‘,,(v) = r$(G(,r, & 
for v E E,j, where rrri : T, M -+ E,,’ is the natural projection for i = o, s, II. 
Now, define a linear map L(,.,, : TX M -+ T,M for d(x. y) < p/2 by 
L cx.y~ = G::. y,tn,ou) + G;;.yj(“xSz~) + G;:. Y)(~+uc), 
and a map q : To M -+ TM by 
rl(x, Y. u) = x(x, y, 0) - L@.# 
for (x, y, u) E T, M. 
(1.12) 
If (x, ,v, v) E T, M and u = V, + u, + v, with Vi E E,‘(i = o, S, cl), then we have, from 
(1.11) and (1.12) 
q(x, y, u) = tl(x, I’, o) + 1 G” jti (x,y)l"j) + llvllP~x~ YT u>. (1.13) 
Since cx : T, M 4 TM is a Cm-map, the map (x, y) + Gi;f ,,) E Hom(E,j, E,‘) is continuous 
and, since G&j,,, = 0 for i #j, we can find a positive number TV < p/2 and a continuous 
function K(x, JJ) on {(x, y) E M x Mld(x, y) -c p/2} satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) If v, v’ E TX M and livll < TV, IIu’II < TV, then 
Il~(x, ~3 v) - V(X, ~7 o’>II si& lIGf$ y)(uj’ - uj)II + /Iv - ~‘11 X
sqWKx> Y, w>ll; II’ E TxM, llwll < p/31 I K(x> Y)IIu - ~‘11, (1.14) 
(b) K(x, y) --) 0 as d(x, r) -+ 0. 
Now, define the map Jh : X --f X for h E Homeo(M, p/2) by 
(J, 4(x) = -%w. ,,(4WN 
for v E X. Since L(,.,, = lr.,(,MJr we can find a positive number TV < p/2 such that J,, is 
invertible for h E Homeo(M, r2) and see that jlJ,,ll* -+ 1, /l(J,,)-lI1* -+ 1 as d(h, 1,) -+ 0. 
Finally, for v E X with Ilull < 53 and h E Homeo(M, T*), we define e(u, h) E X by 
(&v, h))(x) = rl(h(x), x, @(x))). 
Now, (1.7) is shown as follows: 
exp,- ‘(exp,,,,v(@))) = r(h(x), x, v(htx))) 
= -qh(X). ,+0(x)) + rl(h(X)> x, c(h(x))) 
= (J,, t’>(x) + (O(v, h))(x). 
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Next, (1.8) is shown as follows: 
(e(o, h))(x) = q(h(x), .Y, 0) = r(h(_~), x, 0) = exp,-‘(exp+,(O)) = exp,-‘(h(x)). 
To prove (i) it suffices to put K(h) = Sup K(h(x), x). because (I. 14) holds and K(x, JJ) 4 0 
XE‘U 
as d(x, _v) - 0. Q.E. D. 
For a Cl-diffeomorphismfof M onto 1M we define Aci(f) : X -+ X by 
(Ad(f))(v) = ($) Q c 0 f-l 
for u E X. If f and g are C’-diffeomorphisms of iM, we have Ad(f: g) = Ad(f) 0 Ad(g). 
From now we shall fix an Anosov flow {f’} as in Definition 1. 
Next, any element u’ E .t can be written uniquely as 1~’ = FX + L’ with p E C” and 
u E X” @ X”, where X is the vector field induced by {f’}. We define the norm [I./It on X by 
]]wI]t = I/p// + ]]u]]. Then, it is clear that there exists a positive constant S such that 
(li.v-Il4l1 2 lI)t’II 5 ~‘ll4lI 
holds for any w E X. 
Definition 2. For any h E Homeo(iM, T*) and t E R we define a linear map P(h, t): .X -+ x 
by 
P(~,~)~v=-~~J,-‘(~~~~-‘~X)+(I~-J~-~F’)U for w=/~X+v~.t: (1.15) 
with v E 9’ + X”, where J,, is the map in Lemma 2 and F’ = Ad(f’). 
LEMMA 3. There exist positice numbers TV, L, and I., hating the following properties: 
For any h E Homeo(M, rJ and t E [I$, 11, 
(i) P(h, t) is inuertible, 
(ii) there is a positive number v(h) such that 
II P(h, t) - ’ II 1 I L/( 1 - v(~I). 4) 
and that v(h) + 1 as d(h, lM) -+ 0. 
Proof: Let c, 1 be as in Definition I and let ,I < I., < 1 and put L, = (&)1’4. Then there 
is a natural number N such that 
czV < i.;y. 
By Lemma 1 [2] we can find a Riemannian metric ]I.//* on M with the property that 
Ilfw. 2 A7’II4I* for v E X’, t 2 0, 
IIF-‘wII* I i.,‘/IwIIz+ for kv E X”, t 2 0, 
and that /Ipx + u + w/I* = /I~11 + (i]v]]: + I]KJ]]:)“’ for p E C”, t’ E X’ and iv E If”. For 
h E Homeo(M, r2), we put v(h) = Max {jjJJ*, [lJh-‘l\*}. 
Since v(h) + 1 as d(h, l,V) + 0, we can find T., > 0 satisfying the following condition: 
d(h, 1 M) < T* implies v(h) < 2 and v(h)%, < I. 
Now, consider Fi’ = F’I Xi, Jh,i = J,,l Xi for i = o, s, II. 
We shall first show that I,, - JhyJ 0 F,’ is invertible and that 
II(l,, - Jh::f 0 F,‘)-‘11, I l/(1 - v(h)l.,) (1.16) 
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holds for h E Homeo(:M, TJ. 
For, since we have 
l/_&-f -0 F,‘lj* I v(h). A,’ I v(h)l.,“4 = v(h)l., < 1, 
the Neumann series f (J<i FI’)” is convergent and is equal to (I,, - Jhyf 0 F,‘)-‘. From 
k=O 
this we see that (1.16) holds. 
Similarly, since I/F,-’ = JII,YII* I v(h)).,, we get 
IlVu-’ 0 Ji,.u - lXy)-ijl* 5 l/(1 - v(h)&). 
On the other hand, we have 
(I,, -J;; 0 Fur)-’ = F,-* 0 J,,u(Fu-l 0 J,,” - l,,)-‘. 
Hence we get 
ll(lzu - Jh:.’ 0 Fur)-‘II, I l/(1 - v(h)&). (1.17) 
From (1.16) and (1.17) we obtain 
I](P(h, f)l(.X’@ Xy))-lI/* I l/(1 - Y(h)&). (1.18) 
Next, we shall show that P(h, t) 1 X0 is invertible. 
Since J,,(X’) = 32, we can put Jh X = cx. X and J,,-lX = PX with a, p E C”. Then X = 
J,,@X) = (B 0 h)J,, X = (p 0 h) . ct. X and hence (/lo h) ‘CL = 1. In particular, X(X) # 0 for 
every x E M, and @ = (l/a) 0 h-’ and hence we see from (1.15) that 
P(h, t)(pX) = - 1(((fi of-‘) .(1/a)) 0 h-l)+ X. 
Now, if we define Q : X” -+ X” by 
QW? = - (llt)(((~ 0 h) .a> o_f-‘IX 
then we can verify easily that Q = (P(h, f)]XO)-‘. 
We shall next prove that 
I](P(h, t) 1 X0) - 1 II * I 4 . v(h). (1.19) 
For, since llall = llJ,,Xll* I llJ,,Il, I v(h), we have 
II(% r)IW-l(~.WII* = IIQWGII~ 5 WOll~ll~ll~ll 5 4lI~W~vV7)~ 
which shows I](P(H, 1) 1 X0)-‘11, I 4v(h). 
From (1.18) and (1.19) we obtain 
lI(P(h, t>)_‘Il. I l/(1 - I,v(h)) + 4v(h) I 9/(1 - v(h)&). (1.20) 
Finally, since the norms //.I/+ and l].lll are equivalent, there is a positive constant L’ 
such that (I/L’).Il-Il. I 11~111 I L’.Il*ll.. 
Therefore, by putting L = 9 . L”, we get 
llP(k o-‘II, 5 L/Cl - vv+M. Q.E. D. 
LEMMA 4. There exists TV > 0 such that h E Map(M, ss) implies that h is surjective. 
Proof. See Lemma 3 [5]. 
LEMMA 5. Let I = [a, b] be an interval and X, be an element of X for each t E I. Define 
amapIC/:IxM+TMby 
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for (t, x) E I x M. Assume $ is continuous. 
Then, if a sequence {t,} conrerges to t, in I, X,” converges to Xt, in X as n +cx) 
Proof: Take an E > 0 and fix it. For each point x,, E M we can find a coordinate neighbor- 
hood U(x,) with coordinate system {x1, . . , x,} and a positive number S(x,) such that if 
we put X,,(x,) = f 5i0(d!dXi),o and denote by W(6(xo), U(x,)) the set of all tangent vectors 
i= 1 
~<,(d/dx,), with x E U(x,) and ( Si - fioj < b(x,) for i = 1, . , m, then the following 
condition is satisfied: X, X’ E W(6(xo), U(x,)), X(X) = n(Y) imply /IX - A”// < E where 
x : TM --* M is the projection. Clearly W(~(X,), (/(x0)) is a neighborhood of $(to, x0) in 
TM. Therefore, since $ is continuous, we can find a positive integer N(x,) and a neighbor- 
hood Y(xo) of x0 such that 
li/(r. 7 x)7 hero 1 x> E WQO), Wo)) 
holds for every n 2 N(x,) and x E V(x,). Now, we can find x1, . . . xk E M such that 
M = b V(x,). 
i= 1 
Put IV = Max{N(x,) 1 i = 1, . . , k) and take an integer n 2 N. For every point x E M 
there is an integer i I k such that x E V(x,). Since n > N(x,), we have 
$(I, > x>7 I//tfO, x> E w(6(xi)7 u(xi)). 
Since ri(rl/(t,, x)) = n($(to , x)), we get 
IlJf?t,, 7 xl - I(/(hlT x>II < JA 
i.e. 
II Xl”(X) - X,,(x) II < E. 
Since x is an arbitrary point of M, we obtain IIX,n - X,0\l < E for every n 2 N. Q.E. D. 
92. PROOF OF THEOREiM A 
THEOREM A. An Anosov J~OW {f ‘} is topologically stable in the following sense: There 
exists a positive number E. with e. < p satisfying the following conditions.. For any positive 
E < co there exists a positive 6 = 6(e) such that for any continuousflow {g’) (i.e. one-parameter 
group of homeomorphisms g’ of M) with d(f *, g’) < 6 for t E [a, I], there exist a continuous 
function p on M x R and a surjective map u E Map(M) such that 
u(g’(x)) = f p(X9”(u(x)) (2.1) 
holds for every x E M and t E R. 
Moreover, p and u can be chosen so as to satisfy the following two conditions (i) and (ii) 
and under such conditions p and u are unique: 
(0 dk lnr) + IlUlt)~, - 111 <E 
for t E [a, I], where p,(x) = p(x, t)(x E M, t E R), 
(ii) exp,-‘(u(x)) E E,’ + E,” for x E M. 
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PrOOf. Take E,, < Min(p, rr, sj, TV} so that 0 < E 5 Q, implies 
This is possible since C(E) -+ 0 as E -+ 0. 
Next, for any 0 < E < Ed we take 6 = 6(&) < Min{p, T2, T4} 
3L2S6/2(1 - 1.r) < ~/4 and that for any h E Homeo(i\tl, 6) we have 
L’ . v(h)/( 1 - v(h). %,) I 3L2,‘2( 1 - j-r), 
3L2 - K(/1)/2(1 - i.,) 5 l/4. 
Step 1 
3 L’C(E)/2(1 - i-r) < * 
so small that we have 
To find p and u satisfying (2.1) and (i), (ii), we shall first try to solve the equation 
u(g’(x)) = f(W) + 1 )t, UC.~)) (2.74 
for the unknown p and u, when t E [a, I] is fixed. Putting gf 0 f--I = h' and u(x) = exp,(u(x)) 
with u s X’ + X”, we see that (2.2) is equivalent to 
exp(h’W W(x))) = f (Mf - Y-9) 
which can be written by Lemmas 1 and 2 as follows 
exp,((J,,(u) + 0(v, h’))(x)) = exp,((F’(o) + 
which is equivalent to 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
- tJht-‘(p of -'. X) + u - J,,,-‘Ftu = Jht-‘(s,(u, p) - O(u, It)), 
which can be rewritten, by Definition 2, as 
P(h’, t)(u + ,uX> = Jhr- ‘(s,(u, p) - O(u, h’)). 
Now, define a map cpI : X -+ X by 
pt = P(h’, t)-’ 0 (Jhr)-‘. 
Put B ={w E 9 1 11 WIJ I 2 (E + E&2}. 
Then a map CD, : B --) _X can be defined by 
@,(u + c1- J3 = cp,(~,(~~ 10 - fxu, WI 
for u + p. XE B. Using this map our equation (2.2) is equivalent to 
@*(uf/I.X)=u+~.X, 
namely u + p. X is a fixed point of Qt in B. 
To find a fixed point of CD, we shall first prove 
Q,(B) c B. 
For, we have 
IIvJ~ < IIP(h’, t)-‘11, ~ll(J,,c)-lIII I (L/(1 - I, . v(h’))).(L’)’ .v(h’) I 3 .L2/2(1 - i-r). 
Hence we get 
IlQtW + 4111 5 II~,(&(~> P) - $0, 0) - (Q(u, h’) - WI 0 - WA WI, 
5 (3L2/2U - U{C(EJIJWII~ + KWllwll, + S.6) 
which proves (2.5) 
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Next, we shall show that Or : B --+ B is a contraction. 
Take two elements w = PA + u, w’ = F’X + u’ in B. Then, we have 
II@,(W) - Q,(W’)II 1 I (3~*12(1 - 4))( IIS,(U, p) - s,(u’, 01~ 
+ II ecu, h’) - @u’, w II I> 
I (3L*/2(1 - Lr)){C(e,,)IIw - t(“/I, + K(h’)llw - w’llr} 
5 (lP)llw - W’ll,? 
which proves our assertion. 
Since B is a complete metric space as closed subset of the Banach space X, we conclude 
by the contraction principle that there exists a unique fixed point w, = 11,‘. X + L’, of Ot 
in B: 
@*(WA = wt. (2.6) 
We shall prove that /I w,II I < E. 
First, we have 
IIW, - @,Wll, = II@, - ~,,(0)I/, s (1/2)llw, - 011, = (1/2)llw,ll,. 
Second, we have 
II@,(O) II I 5 llv,b,(O* 0) - w> 0 II I 
I (3L2/2(1 - A,)). II&O, /+)/I, I (3L2/2(l - 2,))S.A I ;. 
Finally, we get 
IIW,lII 22 llw, - @,(O)ll, + ll~,(wlI I; IIwtlI1 + i’ 
which implies /Iw,[]~ < e/2 < E. 
Putting p, = pt’ + 1 and U,(X) = exp,(u,(x)), we obtain 
4(&x)) =f(L&(4~, u,(x)) 
fortE[$, 11. 
Step 2 
Putting I = [f , 11, we shall prove U, = ur for every f E I. 
First, we shall show that 
t E I, kt E I, k E Z imply u, = ukt. 
We prove only the case k = 2, since.the other case can be proved similarly. 
Replacing x by g’(x) in (2.7), we get 
47*‘(x)) = ~,(g’(g’(x))) =f(14(s’(4)t, 4(&))) 
= f(&‘(4)L f(L4(& 4(X))) 
=_/I((/4 o Sf + A/2)(4. (2.~)3 %W 
(2.7), 
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Since 
d(n, 7 1 .w) + II (A 0 gr + ~u,)/2 - 1 II 5 ; {2dW, > l&f) + iI& o gr - 1 II + b-b - 1 II> 
< ; {2d(u,, 1,) + 2 IA - 1 Ill = I/W,III < 6 
by the uniqueness of the solution wt, in B we obtain 
4 = uzt and per o gf + k4 = 2/Q*. (2.8) 
Secondly, we shall prove that 
t,, t, E I, t, f t, E I and n,, = II,, imply ut, = utlf,*. 
We prove only the case t, + t,, since the case t, - t2 is similar. Inserting g’*(x) for 
x in (2.7),, we get 
u,,(g r’+“(x)) = f(/.$(s’Yx))t,? 4,(gYx))) = f(A,(s”(x))tl. %,(g’Yx))) 
=f(&(gY~))t,~ f(,k,(x)tz I 4,(x>>> 
=fh, o Lf’. t, + Ptz t2)Ch u,,(x)>. 
Since 
d(u,,, lnr) + IKP,, 0 ii% + or,. tJl(tl + 12) - 1 II = &- Mu,,, 1.w) + Illlr, o #’ - 1 IW, 
1 2 
+ Mu,, 9 1,&f) + II/Jr, - 1 IlIt*> < + (E . t, + E. t,) = E, 
I 2 
we obtain from the uniqueness of the solution w,, + 12 in B, 
ur, = ul,+lZ and Fr, +I2 = (cl,, ’ 9”. t, + &, . t2Mtl + t2)r 
which proves our assertion. 
Thus, we have proved that u, = ui for t = k/2” E I with k, m E Z. 
Step 3 
We shall now prove that the map t -+ w, is a continuous map of I into B. Since w, is the 
unique fixed point of the contraction 0, in B, NJ, is given by 
w, -ii: (O,)‘(O). 
It suffices to prove that, if t, + t,,(v --*a~) in 1, we have 
lim w,” = w to . 
Y-m 
(2.9) 
To prove (2.9) we shall begin with noting the continuity of some mappings. 
Let U be the set of all (x, y) E M x M with d(x, y) < p/2. Clearly U is an open neighbor- 
hood of the diagonal of M x M. The set of all linear transformations of T, M into Ty M 
with (x, y) E U forms a vector bundle over U, denoted by L(U). Since the map U + L(U) 
given by (A Y) -, G,,, y) t cf. Lemma 2) is continuous, the map (x, y) -+ L,,, vj given by (1.12) 
is also continuous (cf. Proof of Lemma 1 [5]). On the other hand, the map U+ M given by 
(x, y) --) exp,-‘y is continuous. 
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Now, take an element p. X + II E B and fix it. 
The map 11/l : I x M -+ TM defined by 
$I(& x) = qu, h’)(x) 
is continuous. For, using the notations of Lemma 2, we have 
Il/l(4 x) = rl@Yx), x7 4G))) = G’(x), x, @+(x))) - L~,rc*,.,,(~(h’(x))). 
Since the map r : T, M + TM is continuous $I is also continuous by virtue of the continuity 
of (x9 Y) + J&, y). 
Next, we shall show that the map ti2 : I x M+ TM defined by 
IC1& x) = Mu7 P)), 
is continuous (cf. (1.6)). For, using the notations of Lemma 1, we have 
$A[> -4 = a,‘(G--‘C$, /U-‘(X))) 
= Bx’w- - ‘W)* ia-- ‘c-4)) - 4L’w- - ‘W), PW w> 
= exp,- ‘Cf(Mf-‘(4> + 1>4 evU-W U-W>>)) 
- w-‘hu-- Y-4 - Af - ‘(4)~ t. xx . 
Since the map (x, y) + exp, -1 y is continuous, we see that tiz is also continuous. 
Next, take an element w E ZE and fix it. We can define a map IcIJ: I x A4 + TM by 
rl/,(4 -9 = (VA- ‘(w))(x)7 
because h’ E Homeo(M, rz) for every t E I and J,, is invertible for h E Homeo(M, TV). 
By the definition of J,, in Lemma 2, we see that 
$3(f7 x) = &X. (he)- Q)))- ‘(w((h’)- ‘(4)) 
holds for (1, x) E I x M. Therefore, by the continuity of the map (x, r) -+ L,,, ,,) and the 
map (1, x) + (h’)-‘(x) =f’(g-‘(x)), we see that the map II/, is also continuous. 
By virtue of Lemma 5 we can conclude that, if t. + t,(n -+co) in Z, then we have 
(a) lim O(V, h’n) = f3(u, /P), 
n-m 
(b) lim q(u, P) = s,,(u, cl), 
n-m 
(c) lim (Jht.)-l(w) = (Jhto)-1(w). 
n-m 
Next, we shall prove that 
(d) lim P(h’“, t,)-‘w = P(P, t,)-‘w. 
n-UJ 
We consider the three cases w E X0, w E X” or w E X” separately. In the case w = p .X E X0, 
we have (cf. Lemma 3) 
P(h’, t)-‘(j.f.X) = - 5 ((p 0 V-a) of’)X, 
from which we get (d) for w = /.J * X. 
TOP I?.3 E 
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Consider the case w E Y. Remark first that the norms llP(h’, t>-‘II and ll(J,,~)-ll( are 
bounded for t E I and that 
P(h’, t)-‘w = f ((Jh’J 0 Fs)k~ 
k=O 
holds for w E X’ (cf. Lemma 3). 
To simplify the notations, we put 
Q. = UW-, 0 - ‘, K = (J,vn)- ‘, 
L, = (Jh+)- ‘, F” = F,‘” 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Clearly, we have lim F,, w = F, W. 
n-m 
Given E > 0, we shall show that there is an integer 
1IQ.w - Qowll < 6 
holds for n 2 N. 
First, there is an integer no > 0 such that 
N > 0 such that 
*zO IIVwJ-’ 0 K’)kll#41 -= s/4 
holds for every t E I, because we have 
IIVJ1 oFs’ll* 5 via < 1 
for every h E Homeo(M, r4) (cf. Lemma 3). In particular, we have 
,&, II& 0 f’Jk41 < s/4 
foreveryn=O, I,2 ,... . 
Second, we shall prove that for each k = 1, 2, . . . we have 
lim (L, 0 F,,)‘w = (Lo 0 Fo)“w. 
n-m 
Fork=l,wehave 
llLn~F~w-Lo~Fowll I llLn~F,w-L,~Fowll + IIL~~Fow-Lo~Fow~l 
I IIKII . IIFnw-FowlI + IIKn(~o4-Ko(Fow)II 
which tends to 0 as n -t 03 by virtue of the boundedness of 11 K,II and equality (c) for F, w. 
Assuming the assertion is true for k - l(> 1) we shall prove our assertion for k. We 
estimate as follows : 
ll(L 0 FJkw - (Lo 0 Fo)kwll I II(L, Q FJL, 0 FJk-‘w - (L, 0 FJL, 0 F,)‘-‘w/l 
+ II(L, 0 F,)(L, 0 F,)‘-‘w -(Lo 0 F,)(L, 0 F,)‘-‘w/l 
I IlKI . IlFnll . II(4, 0 FJk-‘w - (Lo 0 Fo’~)~-~wII 
+ II& 0 FJw’ - (Lo 0 f’ob’ll, 
which tends to 0 as n + cc by virtue of the boundedness of j]K”11, llF.ll and the induction 
assumption, where we put w’ = (L, 0 F,)‘-’ w. Hence we have proved that for each k = 1,2, 
. . . . no there is an integer Nk such that we have 
ll(L, 0 F,,)‘w - (Lo 0 F,)‘wII < &/2n, 
forn>N,.PutN=Max(N,;k=l,2 ,..., no). 
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Now, for n 2 IV, we have 
II Q. w - PO 41 I II 2 (L 0 FAkwll + II 2 (Lo 0 Fo>“wll 
+ z II(-L o FJkw - (Lo 3 Fo)“wll 
k=O 
< E/4 + E/4 + t E/2no = E. 
k= 1 
The case w E X” is similar to the case w E X”. Thus we have proved (d) for w E .t‘. 
Finally, we shall prove 
(dk lim @,“l(w) = CD,,“(w) 
“-+=I 
for each integer k > 0 and w = p . X + v E B by induction on k. 
Put w, = s,,(v, p) - B(v, h’n) for n = 0, 1, . . . . Then, by the definition of aD, we have 
@Jw) = cp,,(w,) = (Q. 0 Kh, 
Hence, we have 
lPt,(w) - @,O(w>ll = ll<Q, 0 K>N’, - (Qo 0 Ko)woII 
5 IICQ. 0 Kh, - (9. 0 fG)woII 
+ II (Q, 0 K)wo - ( Qn 0 Koho II 
+ II(Q, 0 Kobo - (Qo 0 Ko)wo/I 
5 II Q, II . II K II. II w, - wo II 
+ II Q.ll.llK wo - Ko ~011 
+ II Q.(Ko wo) - Qo(Ko @‘oIlI, 
which tends to 0 as n + co by virtue of the boundedness of // Q,I/, jlK”/l and the equalities 
(4 - (4 
Assume (c)k-l holds (k 2 2). We shall prove (e)k. We estimate as follows: 
Il~r,k(4 - @t,“(w>II 5 ll~,,w”- ‘(4) - @,,w,- ‘(4)ll 
+ P&p):,- ‘(4) - @,OceO- ‘(4)Il 
I ; Ilay - q- ‘(w>/l 
+ II@,,, - @rO(W’N~ 
which tends to 0 as n + co, where we put w’ = Q)1”,-’ (w). Thus (e)k is proved for every k > 0. 
We are now in a position to prove (2.9). 
For any cl > 0, there is a positive integer k such that (1/2)k(~ + a0)/2 _< s1/3. Since 
(@,Jk(0) converges to (@,,)‘(O), we can find v. > 0 such that 
11(@,,,)“(O) - (@,,)k(0)II~ < 43 (2.10) 
for v 2 v. For M > k and t E I we have 
I@‘,)k(0) - (@,)“(O)Il, 5 (1/2)k11(~,)m-k(0)II, 2 (1/2)k(s + so)/2 5 437 
and hence we get, by taking m --t co, 
Il(~,,>‘(0) - 4111 5 &l/3. (2.11) 
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From (2.10) and (2.1 l), we obtain 
II W,” - WlJ1 s IIW,” - (~t,>kmI 1 + II(@,$“(0> - (~*,Y(O)lI 1+ llPt,Y(O) - W,Jll < El? 
which proves (2.9). 
Since the set of rational numbers k/2” is dense in 1, the continuity t -+ w, implies that 
u, = u1 for every t E I. 
By the continuity of t + w, the function p defined by p(x, t) = r p,(x) is a continuous 
function on M x I. Putting r+(x) = u(x)(x E M), we get from (2.7), , 
u(g’(x)) =j-P’“+4(x)) (2.12) 
for (x, t) E A4 x Z, where p(x, t) is a continuous function on M x I. 
Step 4 
We shall extend the function p to a continuous function on M x R satisfying (2.12) 
for (x, t) E M x R. 
First, we define the function q on M x [0, $1 by 
for (x, s) E M x [0, $1. 
We shall prove the following equalities: 
(a) 4(x, 0) = 0 
(b) 4(x, 4) = Ax, 4) for x E M 
(c) r@(x)) = Jq(** %4x)) 
for (x, s) E A4 x [0, 41. 
(a) is clear from the definition (2.13). 
To prove (b) we use (2.8) and the equality p(x, t) = I . p,(x) as follows: 
p(x, r) + P(L?‘(X)Y r) = t . /4c4 + 2 . p&‘(x)) = 2 * cl&> = AX> 2r), 
in which we insert t = a. Then, we get 
P(X.$ ‘P(X,$ +P(P(x),$, 
and hence 
which proves (b). 
To prove (c) we calculate as follows: 
f( ( *4) 
p g'(x) : J-(dX~4 UW)) =f (P(x9 s + i)> 44) 
(2.13) 
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whence we getfq’“SS)(U(~)) = &Y(x)). 
Now, we define the continuous function p”(x, t) on M x [0, 11 by 
pO(x, t> = 
I 
4(x,t) fE 0,; , 
[ I 
1 
p(x,t> fE 4’1 . 
[ I 
Then, from (2.12) and (c), we have 
u(g’(x)) =fp”‘“qU(X)) 
for (x, Z)EM x [0, 11. 
Next, we define the continuous function j(x, 1) on M x [- 1, 0] by 
P(x, t) = -pO(g’(x), -t) 
for ZE [--I, 01. 
We shall prove 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
fortE[---1,OlandxEM. 
In fact, we have 
u(g’(x)) = j-P@* “(U(X)) (2.16) 
u(x) =f(P”(g’(x)t - t) + P(x, r), u(x)) =f(pO(g’(x), - r)JG(x, t), u(x))). 
Next from (2.14) we get 
u(x) = u(g - ‘(g’(x))) =f(PO(g’(x)? - t), u(g’(x))). 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) we get (2.16). 
Now, we define a continuous function pk(x, t) on M x [k, k + l] by 
k-l 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
pk(x, r) = p”(x, t - k) - 2 &g*-i(x), - 1). 
i=O 
(2.19) 
We shall prove 
for k 2 1. 
pk(x, k + I) = p”+ ‘(x, k + 1) 
k-l 
(2.20) 
In fact, the left-hand side of (2.20) is p’(x, 1) - 1 p(gk+l-i(x), - l), while the right- 
i=O 
hand side of (2.20) is 
pO(x, 0) - i p(gk+l-i(x), - 1) = -j(g’(x), - 1) - k&g*+l-‘(x), - 1). 
i=O i=O 
However, from (2.15), we have p(g’(x), - 1) = -p’(x, I), which implies (2.20). 
Next, we shall show 
pk(x, t) =pk_l(x, t - 1) - P(g’(x), - 1) 
for (x, t) E M x [k, k + 11. 
(2.21) 
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In fact, the right-hand side of (2.21) is equal to 
k-2 
P0(4 t - 4 - p ‘-1-i(.T), - 1) - &J’(x), - 1) 
= JP(“, t - k) - 
We shall prove 
Q’(x)) = fp*(x, “(U(X)) 
for (x, t) E M x [k, k + l] (k >= 0). 
k- 1 
~oFwi(~~)7 - 1) = Pkk t). 
(2.22) 
If k = 0, (2.22) is nothing but the equality (2.14). We shall verify (2.22) by induction on 
k. Assume (2.22) for k - 1, then if t E [k, k + 11, we have 
f(P’_ ‘(x3 t - l), u(x)) = u(Kl(x)) = &7- ‘(g’(x))) =f(F(g’(x), - I), u(g’(x))). 
Hence, by using (2.21), we get 
u(g’(x)) =f(IJk-‘(x, t - 1) - &I’(x), - l), u(x)) 
=f(P’(% t), u(x)), 
which proves (2.22). 
Finally, we define the function p(x, t) on M x R by 
P(X, t) = 
1 
Pkk t> if t E [k, k + 1] 
-p’(g’(x), - t) if t E [-(k -t l), -k] 
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Using (2.20) and (2.22) we see that p is a continuous function on 
M x R and (2.1) holds for t 2_ 0 by virtue of (2.22) for k = 0, 1, . . . We can verify (2.1) for 
t 5 0 in the same way as the proof of (2.16). 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. Q.E. D. 
$3. CENTRALIZERS OF ANOSOV FLOWS 
In this section we shall determine the centralizer of an Anosov flow by making use of 
Theorem A. 
In the sequel, we put E,’ = E,’ @ E,” for x E M. 
LEMMA 6. Let {f’} be an Anosovflow on M. For any x0 E M there is a positive number 
:)(x0) < p satisfYing the following condition : For any y in the p(x,)-neighborhood U(x, , p(x,)) 
of x0 in M, there exist uniquely a point p,,(y) E exp,,(E,,‘) and a real number a,,(Y) such 
that 
Y = f(O,,(Y), P,,(Y)). 
Moreover, y + p,,(y) and y -+ cr,,(y) are continuous on U(x,, p(x,)). 
Proof. Consider the map Yy,,: R x Exol ---* M defined by 
yXO(4 4 =_P(exp,&)). 
It is clear that the map Y,,, is a Cl-map and the rank of the derivative d’l”,, of ‘I’,, at the 
origin is equal to dim M. Therefore, by the inverse map theorem there is a positive number 
6, such that %‘_ is a Cl-diffeomorphism of (-6, , 6,) x B,,(E,,‘) onto an open neighbor- 
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hood f’(.r,) of .x0 in M where B,,(EX,,‘) is the open Jo-ball in EXol around the origin. Take 
6(x,) > 0 so small that U(x, , 6(x,)) c V(X,). Then our assertion is easily verified. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let {f ‘1, E,’ be as in Lemma 6. Then, for any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 
for every u E Map(M, S), we can find 5 E Co and u’ E Map(M) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
u(x) =fyu’(x)) (3.1) 
IIT + d(u’, 1.~) < E 
and 
u’(x) E exp,(E,‘) for x E M. 
Proof. By making use of Lemma 6, the compactness of !M and the continuity of 
x -+ EX’, we can see that there is a p. > 0 such that every y E U(x, po) can be written uniquely 
as y = f(o,(y>, p,(y)) with p,(y) E exp,(E,'), where the function (x, y) + a,(y) and the map 
(x, y) -p,(y) are continuous on 
in = {(x, Y) E M x MI 4x, Y) < ~0). 
Therefore, every u E Map (M, po) can be written as 
4x) = f(~,W)), P,(U(X))) 
for x E M. Putting (T,(u(x)) = T(X) and p,(u(x)) = u’(x), we get (3.1). Now, since a,(x) = 
0 and p,(x) = x, for any E > 0 we can find 6 > 0 such that u E Map(M, S) implies /jT\l 
+ d(u’, lnr) < E. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION I. Let {f ‘} be an Anosov~ow on M. Then there exists a 6, > 0 satisfying 
the following condition: If u E Map(!Ci) and pr E C”(t E [;f, 11) satisfy 
u(f ‘(x)) =f (.k(x)t, u(x)) (3.2) 
for (x, t)EM x [i, l] and 
Il~*r - 111 + 4w 1MM) < So 
then, there exists a function T E Co such that 
u(x) = f”“‘(X) 
for every x E M. 
Proof. By Theorem A, there exists ~~ > 0 such that if u’ E Map(M) and pr’ E Co 
satisfy 
and 
u’(f ‘(x)) = f(p,‘(x)t, u’(x)) 
u’(x) E exp,(E,‘) 
11~ - 111 + d(u’, lnr> < co 
thenp,‘=l andu’=l,. 
By Lemma 7 we can find 6, > 0 (with 6, < a0/2) such that every u E Map(M, So) can 
be written as 
U(x) = f(r(x), u’(X)), (3.3) 
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where u’(x) E exp,(E,‘) and /Jr11 + d(u’, 1,) < ~,/16. Then, inserting (3.3) into (3.2) we 
get 
f(r(f’(sr))- n’(y(x))) = f(P,(x)t. f(r(x)> n’(-x))) 
which implies 
W’(x)) = f(A’W, n’(x)), 
where &‘(x) = F,(X) - (~(f’(x)) - r(x))/2 for t E [a, 11. 
(3.4) 
Now, we have 11,~~’ - 111 + d(u’, 1~) 5 IlPr - 111 + 4(115 “f’il+ ilril) + d(n’, 1~) < so. 
Hence by the choice of Ed, we conclude U’ = I M, which implies U(X) =f(“)(x) for every 
XEM. Q.E. D. 
THEOREM B. Let X be a Cl-vector field on M which is an Anosov j?ow, on M. Take a 
Cl-vector field Y on M. 
Then, [ Y, X] = 0 holds if and only if Y = h. X Gth h E C’(M) satisfying Xh = 0. 
Proof. Sufficiency is trivial. To prove the necessity, we denote by {f’}(resp. {gl}) the 
one-parameter group generated by X(resp. Y). Since [X, Y] = 0, we have 
g~off=ffogS 
for every s, t E R. Then, by Proposition 1, we can find E > 0 such that for every 1 SI < E 
there is T, E Co(M) satisfying the following equality 
g’(x) = f(r,(x), x)7 
where ro(x) = 0 for every x E M. 
Now, we shall show that for a fixed x E M the function s -+ T,(X) is a CL-function of s 
around the origin. 
In fact, consider the map @ : R + M defined by @(t) =f’(x). Since {f’} is an Anosov 
flow, we have rank (d@), = 1 for every t E R. Hence, by the rank theorem (cf. [4, p. 18]), we 
can find Cl-diffeomorphisms $ : Q + (- .so, so) and II/‘: V + Q’ c R”, where Q = (--cl, sr), 
Yis an open neighborhood of x and Q’ is an open cube in R” containing the origin satisfying 
the following conditions: 
@((-so, so)) = L” 
and 
(1(/’ 0 0 0 It/)(f) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) (3.5) 
for 1 t( < Ed. The equality (3.5) shows 
IC/‘(f”“(X)) = (t, 0, . . . , 0) (3.6) 
for 1 t[ < Ed. Since 1[5,1[ < co for sufficiently small (s( < E2, we can put t = $-‘(r,(x)) 
for IsI < Ed. Then, from (3.6), we get 
i&?(x)) = $‘(f(r,(x), x)) = (‘i-‘(r,(x))* 0, . . . , 0) 
for ]sl < Ed, which implies that I/‘-‘(r,(x)) is a Cl-function of s and so r,(x) is also a Cl- 
function of s around 0, whence our assertion is proved. 
Now, take a neighborhood of x with local coordinate system {xi, . . . , x,}. Then we 
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can write X = Iti d/2x, and Y = Xvi d/dxi, where ti and vi are given by 
rli(X) = ~y))],=o. 
Now, from (3.7) and (3.8) we get 
rliCs) = 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
dT,tx) = r-1 ds . slitx). s=o 
dd.4 
Therefore, putting h(x) = 7 
[ 1 , we obtain Y, = h(x)X,, which means Y = h . X. s=o 
Since A’, Y are Cl-vector fields and Xx # 0 for every x E M, we see that h E C’(M). Finally 
Xh = 0 follows from [A’, Y] = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem B. Q.E. D. 
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